ANTI – SLIP SAFETY TAPES - RECOMMENDEDINSTALLATION INSTRUCTION.
Please Read Before Installation
SURFACE PREPARATION
Our Anti – slip Tape can be quickly applied to most
surfaces that are clean, dry and smooth. Surfaces must
befree of moisture, dust ,rust and dirt. Body oils ,grease
,wax, soup or detergent film for proper adhesion. Loose
scale, rust , paint ,concrete or dirt must be removed from
surfaces by wire brushing , sanding ,sandblasting or
other means.

CLEANING INSTRUCTION
Commercial Cleaner: Cleaner such as those based on
butyl cello solve (with proper ventilation) or nonphosphate alkaline compounds strong enough to
emulsify the various contaminants ,can be used to
clean the mounting surface. Follow the manufacture’s
instructions according to type of cleaner used .For soup
or grease use Slip-Guard on Guard Degreaser.
Test for clean Surfaces: Put a few drops of water on the
cleaned surface If the water forms droplets or beads up,
repeat the cleaning procedure. When the water spreads
out and wets the surface easily ,the surface is clean
enough to apply the Anti-Slip Tape.

IMPORTANT
To ensure a better bond, pass a warm hair dryer down
the length of the tape or mat immediately before
installing. This will make the contact adhesive more
tacky and ensure a stronger bond. This is especially
important if the tape is stored in a cool areas or in the
trunk of a vehicle overnight in cold weather.

INSTALLATIONS

NOTE: Tape is not recommended for use over
rough or broom finished concrete.
Edge Sealer : Use our Edge sealing compound on all
exposed edge if the safety treads will be exposed to
unusually heavy wear or excessive amount of water
,cleaning solutions, oils, grease gasoline , or other
solvents.

Ready To Use : The Anti-Slip Tape can be walked
on immediately. Maximum bond of the adhesive occurs
about 24 hours after installation.

Cleaning process of Installed roll strips
Clean the surface (installed tape stripe using a plain nylon
brush and water. We do not recommend acid Non-abrasive
material such as resilient or aqua safety do not attract
dirt/dust as much as grit material.

CUSTOMER PLEASE NOTE
No warranties expressed or implied are made or be
inferred .Sellers and manufacture only obligation shall
be to replace such quantity of the product proved to be
defective .Neither seller nor manufactures shall be
liable for any injury, loss or damage ,direct or
consequential, arising out of the use of the inability to
use the product . Before installing ,purchaser shall
determine the suitability of the product for its intended
use and assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in
connection therewith.

After determining that the surface is clean, smooth and
dry, remove the release paper from the underside of
the tape ,to expose the pressure-sensitive adhesive .Be
certain that is in the proper alignment ,use foot
pressure, vinyl wallpaper smoother roller or soft rubber
mallet to bond the safety tread in place.
Temperature: Be sure substrate is above 50°F 10°C.

Application to wood : New wood should be
primed ,or painted prior to application of Anti Slip Tape.
Loose paint should be removed from old pained
surfaces. Anti-Slip Tape will not bond to wood surfaces
treated with Penta, Creosote or other wood
preservatives.

Application To Metal : Best adhesion is obtained
when a product is applied to paint or primed surfaces.
Loose scale , painted or should be removed prior to
painting or priming old new surfaces.

Application To Smooth concrete, Marble
Tile, Terrazzo, etc: Clean toughly with commercial
vacuum cleaner to remove dust and dirt .Clean ,if
necessary as outlined above .
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